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Abstract—Audio eavesdropping poses serious threats to user
privacy in daily mobile usage scenarios such as phone calls,
voice messaging, and confidential meetings. Headphones are thus
favored by mobile users as it provide physical sound isolation to
protect audio privacy. However, our paper presents the first proof-
of-concept system, Periscope, that demonstrates the vulnerabilities
of headphone-plugged mobile devices. The system shows that
unintentionally leaked electromagnetic radiations (EMR) from
mobile devices’ audio amplifiers can be exploited as an effective
side-channel in recovering victim’s audio sounds. Additionally,
plugged headphones act as antennas that enhance the EMR
strengths, making them easily measurable at long distances.
Our feasibility studies and hardware analysis further reveal
that EMRs are highly correlated with the device’s audio inputs
but suffer from signal distortions and ambient noises, making
recovering audio sounds extremely challenging. To address this
challenge, we develop signal processing techniques with a spec-
trogram clustering scheme that clears noises and distortions,
enabling EMRs to be converted back to audio sounds. Our
attack prototype, comparable in size to hidden voice recorders,
successfully recovers victims’ private audio sounds with a word
error rate (WER) as low as 7.44% across 11 mobile devices and
6 headphones. The recovery results are recognizable to natural
human hearing and online speech-to-text tools, and the system is
robust against a wide range of attack scenario changes. We also
reported the Periscope to 6 leading mobile manufacturers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Audio-driven applications (e.g., Skype, Zoom, Teams, and
Phone Calls) provide comprehensive services enriching our
daily experiences. By forecasting, the audio-driven application
market is about to reach $2.84 billion by 2029 [1]. While
enjoying high-quality audio services, audio eavesdropping has
emerged as a preeminent threat to both personal privacy and
commercial secrets. The scope of this phenomenon is far-
reaching and has been projected to have catastrophic conse-
quences, as the leakage of trade secrets alone is anticipated

*Wenqiang Jin and Yupeng Hu are the corresponding authors.
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Fig. 1. Periscope exploits the EMR of mobile devices to recover the victim’s
private audio in daily headphone usage scenarios. We name our attack as
Periscope as it can passively collect sensitive information at hidden places
just like the periscopes deployed on submarines.

to result in annual losses exceeding billions of dollars [2]. In
light of the potential risks associated with audio leakage, many
people opt to connect their mobile devices with headphones1,
which provide a physical barrier between the user and the
external environment, thereby rendering it challenging for
surreptitious voice recorders to eavesdrop. Though using head-
phones seems to be a desired way of securing audio privacy,
it is still essential to review the vulnerability of headphone-
plugged mobiles and take a deep investigation of whether such
audio systems are secure enough in defending against novel
audio eavesdropping attacks.

Eavesdropping on mobile devices secured by headphones
poses harsh requirements to the attackers, especially since
users may carry their headphones in a wide spectrum of
usage scenarios. Thus, the attacker should carry a small-
sized eavesdropping device that can be easily deployed in
arbitrary hidden places, such as a nearby bush, underneath a
table, or in a pocket, like the classic hidden voice recorders.
Meanwhile, audio eavesdropping is essentially a passive pro-
cess in which the attacker can only analyze the side-channel
leakages for recovering audio. However, headphones are low-
powered and the generated sounds are mostly restricted to the
human ear, barely having sound leakages and hardly measur-
able especially under low volumes or in noisy backgrounds
[3], [4]. These challenges render the state-of-the-art audio
eavesdropping attacks, primarily targeting against human vocal
voices [5]–[8] and loudspeakers [5], [9]–[20], inapplicable to
headphone-plugged mobiles. Specifically, both human vocals

1In this work, we refer the earphones and headsets as a unique term, i.e.,
headphone.
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and loudspeakers have loud acoustic sound leakages. Thus,
to eavesdrop on users’ private audio, these attacks analyze the
vibrations of the audio source or its surrounding objects caused
by sounds’ airborne pressures. However, headphone-plugged
devices barely have measurable acoustic leakages.

Alternatively, electromagnetic radiation (EMR) emitted by
electronic devices was considered as an effective side-channel
for covertly extracting secret information. For example, recent
studies have demonstrated that EMR can be exploited to
recover secret AES-128 keys [21], [22], screen contents [23],
and users’ keystrokes [24], [25]. These exploited EMR signals
share favorable proprieties [26], [27] such as omnidirectional,
obstacle-penetrable, and acoustic noise-resist. Motivated by
these evidences, we present Periscope, the first proof-of-
concept system that investigates the feasibility of exploiting
EMR signals radiated from headphone-plugged mobiles to
eavesdrop on users’ private audio. Specially, we select wired
headphones as our target since they are commonly considered
more robust against eavesdropping attacks than wireless ones
due to the use of physical wires to transmit audio signals. In
contrast, wireless headphones transmit audio data via Blue-
tooth packets, which can be easily intercepted and decrypted
by malicious attackers to obtain the underlying audio contents
[28], [29]. To achieve the audio eavesdropping goal, we need
to answer the following research questions (RQ).

● RQ1: How well the captured EMR can reflect audio
sounds processed on a headphone-plugged mobile
device?

● RQ2: What is the EMR source inside the device’s
audio circuits? And, how do the plugged headphones
impact the radiations?

● RQ3: How to effectively recover intelligible audio
sounds from an arbitrary device’s EMR, especially
when the attacker has no prior knowledge regarding
the device in advance of the attack and its EMRs
typically have low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)?

We conduct a feasibility study to investigate RQ1&2. To in-
vestigate the feasibility of recovering audio sounds from EMR,
we first analyze the similarities between those two signals. The
results show high signal cross-correlations across a wide range
of test cases, i.e., different devices, audio types, and frequency
ranges. To further locate the source of EMR, we conduct tests
using sinuous test sounds with specific frequencies played
through headphone-plugged mobile devices. The results show
that the EMR signals emitted by the devices contained not only
the played sounds’ frequencies but also their cross-products
and harmonics in the signal spectrum. Further analysis reveal
that the primary source of EMR is the device’s audio amplifier,
and the unique spectrum characteristics are caused by signal
distortions in the amplifier, which are recognized as a featured
effect described in its datasheets. To investigate the impact
of headphones on EMRs, we conducted controlled tests to
compare the radiation spectrograms of the device when using
headphones and when not using them, respectively. Our spec-
trum analysis suggests that the headphone’s body parts, such
as the wire and microspeaker, act as an antenna, enhancing
the radiation strength. Overall, our feasibility study provides
comprehensive evidences that recovering audio sounds from
EMR is a viable approach, and we have identified the key

source and characteristics of EMR that serve as the foundations
for our recovery process.

Nevertheless, leveraging the device’s EMR for audio eaves-
dropping is non-trivial. Especially, the radiated EMRs are
susceptible to signal distortions from the audio amplifier and
can be easily polluted by electromagnetic (EM) interference
generated from nearby electronics. As a result, it is challenging
to characterize the mapping relationship between captured
EMRs and their corresponding original audio. Prior eavesdrop-
ping works [5], [9]–[13], [30]–[33] resolve the similar problem
by employing machine/deep learning models. However, this
approach requires collecting a substantial amount of training
data from the target in advance of the attack, which limits its
practicability in real-world deployments and renders the target
as a “white-box”.

Our goal is to develop an audio eavesdropping attack
that can overcome these challenges without requiring prior
knowledge of the target. Specifically, we assume the target
to be a “black-box” meaning that the attacker has no infor-
mation about the target’s hardware specifics or access to any
training data for preparing a learning-driven model (RQ3).
As established in our feasibility study for answering RQ1&2,
the EMRs radiated by mobile devices’ audio amplifiers are
primarily correlated with the original audio sounds and share
a unique EMR spectrum characteristic for all amplifiers. There-
fore, unlike previous EMR-based side-channel attacks [21],
[22], [34], [35], we do not need knowledge of the device’s
hardware specifics or EMR characteristics to carry out our
attack. Our focus, therefore, is to develop a training-free audio
recovery scheme based solely on signal processing techniques.
In particular, we first distill “useful” signals using bandpass
filters and normalize the results to achieve higher signal SNR.
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [36] is then leveraged
to recursively remove fast-varying ambient EM noises at each
decomposed EMR signal level using a dynamically calculated
threshold. We then develop a clustering-based scheme to clear
signal distortions in the measured EMR signal’s spectrogram,
allowing us to extract signal components corresponding to the
audio sound. Finally, the processed EMR signals are directly
converted to the audio track to accomplish audio recovery.
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed attack, we build
a prototype using a 5.1cm-length ESP32 board [37] and
Raspberry Pi 4, which cost approximately $85 and measures
EMR signals at a distance as far as 1.05m. Benefiting from
its properties of being small in size and long measurement
distance, the attacker can easily deploy it at hidden places
without the victim’s notice, as shown in Fig. 1. By exploiting
Wi-Fi transmission capability provided by Raspberry Pi, the
attacker is able to remotely receive the device’s EMRs and
perform the audio recovery at 15m away. We conducted
experiments on 11 different models of mobile devices and 6
models of headphones. Our results indicate that the proposed
Periscope attack is robust against environmental dynamics,
transparent to the attacker’s eavesdropping angles, and remains
effective even when launched behind obstacles. Furthermore,
we evaluate the audio recovery performance comprehensively
under diverse attack settings. The results demonstrate that our
recovered speeches are intelligible to both human hearing and
online recognition tools. Specifically, in an office room setting,
the proposed attack achieves an average word error rate (WER)
as low as 7.44% using the Microsoft speech-to-text API [38].
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We report the threat to 6 leading mobile manufacturers
including Apple, Lenovo, Huawei, Vivo, OPPO and Dell.
Moreover, we also provide the countermeasures to mitigate
the Periscope attack. As of write, Huawei has reproduced the
proposed attack and plans to fix the issue by improving its
hardware designs. We believe the Periscope attack may impact
a wide range of mobile devices beyond those of reported
manufacturers and filled a vulnerability report to CVE [39] and
CNVD [40]. The contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows.

● We demonstrate an alarming threat of leaking users’
private audio contents via EMRs radiated from the
mobile device’s audio amplifier.

● We characterize the audio amplifier under audio pro-
cessing tasks and perform feasibility studies to show
that the amplifier’s EMRs reflect audio inputs. Based
on the analytic results, we design a “black-box” ori-
ented audio recovery scheme to recover the audio
sounds, which requires no prior knowledge of the
target.

● We develop a prototype and demonstrate the severity
of the threat on 11 mobile devices and 6 headphones.
The proposed threats have been confirmed by a leading
mobile manufacturer.

II. RELATED WORK

Audio Eavesdropping Attacks. Prior works reveal the
emerging threats of eavesdropping on human speeches [5]–[8]
or loudspeakers [5], [9]–[20]. WiHear [5] shows that Wi-Fi
signal can be affected by users’ mouth and throat movements.
In order to reconstruct the victim’s speeches, they collect
a considerable size of training data prior to the attack and
map the spoken words with Wi-Fi signal measurements using
machine learning models. In [6], KWong et al. propose to turn
a magnetic hard drive into an acoustic microphone. They show
that human speech can be restored by measuring the offset of
the hard drive’s read/write heads. SPEAKE(a)R [7] develops
a malware that turns the speaker into an acoustic microphone.
VibraPhone [8] measures the electromotive forces of a vibro-
motor in the smartphone to reconstruct human speeches.
However, unlike human vocals, mobile devices plugged with
headphones barely have significant sound leakages. Thus, these
prior attacks are inapplicable to eavesdropping on private
audios played via headphones.

On the other hand, another line of research demonstrates
that audio sounds played via loudspeakers can be eavesdropped
through various non-acoustic side channels. Smartphone’s mo-
tion sensors, e.g., gyroscope [9], [33], and accelerometers
[10]–[13], have good sensitivity in measuring subtle vibra-
tions caused by the speaker’s acoustic sounds. These attacks
assume that the sensor readings from the victim device are
accessible to the attacker by pre-installing malware. Davis et
al. [14] exploits a 2200 FPS high-speed camera to measure the
micro-vibrations of an object (e.g., tissue or teapot) near the
loudspeaker. Lamphone [15] utilizes a telescope and photodi-
ode sensor to observe a hanging light blub in the victim’s
room, which has micro-vibrations on its surface while the
loudspeaker is playing acoustic sounds. These attacks recover
the victim’s sounds based on the fluctuations in their measured

micro-vibrations. High-frequency radio signals, such as laser
beam [16], software-defined radio [17], LiDAR [18], Wi-Fi
channel state information (CSI) [5], mmEve [41], and RFID
signals [19], are also exploited to reconstruct the loudspeaker’s
sounds. These attacks analyze the perturbation of the radio
signals induced by airborne acoustic pressures. Note that
high-frequency radio signals are susceptible to environmental
dynamics. Hence, these attacks do not work with dynamic
backgrounds, e.g., people walking by in the background. Data-
driven training models are usually adopted to extract meaning-
ful audio content. In this paper, we exploit the device’s EMRs
that have ultra-low frequency ranges, i.e., ≤ 5kHz. Thus, it is
more robust against background dynamics. MagEar [20] eaves-
drops on audio sounds by leveraging near-field magnetic fluxes
of speakers’ voice coils. It requires a high volume of 80dB to
achieve meaningful results. However, such sound levels can
cause hearing damage, as indicated by CDC guidelines [42].
Moreover, it only achieves acceptable performance within a
narrower range, i.e., 0○ − 20○, since speakers’ magnetic fluxes
are directional. In contrast, we leveraged the audio amplifier’s
EMRs which are omnidirectional radiated.

EMR-based Side-Channel Attacks. Electronic devices
unavoidably generate EMRs while they are functioning. Van
Eck [23] first shows that screen contents of a cathode ray tube
(CRT) display can be reconstructed by analyzing its emitted
EMRs received from a $15 TV receiver. It attracts many re-
searchers’ attentions of investigating the system vulnerabilities
caused by leaking EMRs. Following this line of researches,
EMRs have been exploited to infer victim’s keystrokes on
keyboards [24], [25], [43], profile device memory usages [44],
identify the model of LCD monitors [34], recover the displayed
information on mobile screens [35], and exfiltrate secret data
by establishing electromagnetic covert channel [45]–[47]. In
addition, the most recent studies show that fine-grained data
processed on the device also have the leakage threats via
EMRs. Screaming channels [21] shows that devices’ secret
AES-128 keys can be recovered from the coupled EMR signals
radiated by mixed-SOC chips. Wang et al. [22] further extend
the attack distance to 15m with the assistance of deep learning
models. Cihan et. al. [48] shows the information printed from
a laser printer can also be reconstructed via its EMRs. Tempest
Comeback [49] indicates that audio processed by wireless
devices can be extracted from the coupled EMR of the mixed-
SOC chip. These prior works are parallel to our study.

III. ATTACK MODEL

Attack Scenario. The attacker seeks to recover audio
sounds played on the victim’s headphone-plugged devices
by leveraging a miniaturized hidden EMR sensory device.
Specifically, in the attack scenario, the victim uses headphones
to setup a private conversation with her friends via Skype calls
in a public space (e.g., subway cabin) or hold a confidential
meeting at workplaces (e.g., office room). The attacker places
the hidden EMR sensory device, e.g., underneath a table, in
a bush nearby, or in an adjacent people’s pocket, to stealthily
eavesdrop on the victim’s private audio. Such scenarios can
be commonly found in daily life. For example, people often
share the same table or room space in a public place like an
office, library, or cafe. During rush hours, public transportation
and elevators are usually crowded with passengers, and people
inevitably come close to the others. The attacker can easily
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Fig. 2. The workflow of mobile device’s audio circuit when connected with
a wired headphone.

find a hidden place at the victim’s nearby to deploy the
eavesdropping device.

Attacker’s Capability Limits. We assume that the attacker
has no prior knowledge about the target device, including the
device model, type, and hardware specifics. This is because,
in a real-world attack scenario, the victim user may show
up at any random time window and stay for only a short
time period. It is barely possible for the attacker to learn
well-detailed prior knowledge about its target. Therefore, the
attacker cannot acquire the target device’s hardware specifics
or training datasets for facilitating the audio recovery process.
Such assumptions treat the victim device as a “black-box”. To
launch a stealthy attack, the attacker is also assumed to avoid
the usage of active measurement signals, such as LiDAR [18],
mmWave [50], and WiFi [17].

EMR Sensory Device. We assume that the hidden EMR
sensory device has enough storage to record the EMR readings
locally. Meanwhile, it also has the wireless connectivity, e.g.,
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi, to forward the EMR readings to a remote
PC for real-time audio recovery. Such that, the attack distance
can be further extended.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we will discuss the working principle of
mobile devices’ audio processing circuits and investigate the
relationship between their input audio and EMRs.

A. Working Principle of Device’s Audio Circuits

There are two major audio electronic modules residing
on the mobile device’s printed circuit board (PCB) substrate
including the digital circuits and analog circuits, as shown in
Fig. 2.

The digital circuits mainly consist of CPU, memory, stor-
age, and digital-to-analog converters (DAC). When audio-
driven applications, like Skype, Teams, Zoom, and phone calls,
run on the audio player’s CPU, its underlying digital circuits
are energized to decode the streamed audio files as digital
signals by letting the transistors switch between low and high-
voltage values to represent the 1s and 0s. This digitized audio
signal is then passed through the DAC, which converts the
switching digital signal into an alternating analog current flow.

The analog circuits mainly consist of filters and amplifiers.
The audio processing chip utilizes a combination of low-pass
filters (LPF) and high-pass filters (HPF) to remove circuitry
white noises. Then, the denoised audio sound is passed through
an amplifier to strengthen the signal amplitudes via automatic
gain controls (AGC). Finally, the energized audio current flows
through the headphone and powers its voice coil to vibrate
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Fig. 3. We use iPhone 14 to call the target devices via Skype. The EMR
sensory prototype collects the victim device’ EMRs when it is processing the
audio.

and generate audible sounds. Following Maxwell’s equation
and Lorentz force law [51], the intense fluctuations of audio
currents will induce time-variant electromagnetic fields and
continuously emit EMRs to the open space.

Fig. 4. Sharp peaks appear when lag = 0 indicating the strong correlations
between the original audios and the device’s EMR measures.

B. Can EMRs Reflect the Device’s Audio Sounds?

We conduct a series of feasibility studies to characterize
the EMRs and validate the feasibility of exploiting this side-
channel for audio eavesdropping.

Experiment Setups. EMR can result in electric potential
changes on a conductor within close proximity. As shown
in Fig. 3, we build the sensory prototype using an ESP32
[37]. The analog input pin of the ESP32 is connected to a
conductive wire to sense the electric potential changes caused
by EMRs. The prototype is set with the highest measurement
resolution, 12 bits, to ensure sensitivity to capture weak EMRs.
The system samples the received signal with an A/D converter
at a rate of 10k samples/sec, which is sufficient to recover
comprehensible audio contents as suggested by previous works
[9], [10], [12]. The ESP32 costs less than $10 and is only
5.1cm long, making it easy to conceal in unnoticeable places.

Correlation Analysis. To evaluate the feasibility of using
EMRs for audio eavesdropping, we conducted a study to
investigate the correlation between a device’s EMRs and its
audio inputs. For this study, we select four different mobile
devices with varying models and shapes: Apple MacBook
Pro 13, HW Mate 30, Lenovo Yoga 14s, and OPPO R11st.
We set up voice calls using Skype between a remote caller
and the target devices, with the victim plugging in HW
AM115 headphones to prevent others from overhearing the
conversation. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the remote caller plays a
speech audio recording from the Harvard speech corpus [52]
near her smartphone, while our attack prototype as shown in
Fig. 3(b), is placed under the office table to collect real-time
EMR emissions from the target device. We then calculate the
cross-correlations C(τ) [53] between the EMR readings E(t)
and the device’s audio S(t) to quantify their similarity.

C(τ) = ∫
+∞

−∞
S(t)E(t − τ)dτ, (1)
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in which τ denotes the time displacements between two
signals. Large values of C(τ) represent the two given signals
that are highly correlated. Since we have aligned the E(t) and
S(t), the peak correlation value should exist when τ = 0, if
the two signals are correlated. Otherwise, C(τ) will be a flat
curve with no significant peaks. Fig. 4 shows the normalized
calculation results of C(τ). It can be seen that, for all tested
devices, the device’s audio sounds and its corresponding
EMR measures are significantly correlated. The results
confirm the existence of audio leakages threat via devices’
EMRs.

Frequency Range of EMR Measurements. Human
speech can cover a broad frequency spectrum. Therefore, we
further investigate how well the EMR measurements can cover
the audio frequency range to perform an effective side-channel
attack. We keep the above settings unchanged and let the
Skype caller play a chirp signal that linearly sweeps from the
minimum frequency fl to the maximum frequency fh over the
time duration T . Specifically, the chirp audio is:

S(t) = cos(πB
T
t2 + 2πflt), (2)

where B = fh−fl, t ∈ [0, T ]. We set fl = 0Hz, fh = 6kHz, and
T = 6sec, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the EMR measurements
of the four target devices. We find that the attack prototype
can restore audio signals in the frequency range of 0Hz
to 5kHz. It is noteworthy that English speeches consist of
vowel and consonant sounds [15], which have a frequency
range of 85Hz to 255Hz, and 2kHz to 4kHz, respectively.
In addition, the intelligibility of human speeches is mainly
determined by their low-frequency components [8]. Therefore,
EMR measurements with a frequency band of [0Hz,5kHz]
is sufficient to capture abundant information of the victim’s
private speech audios.

Furthermore, we observed additional frequency compo-
nents in the EMR spectrogram (indicated by white arrows
in Fig. 5) along with the chirp signal. These components
were harmonic and cross-product2 noises of the chirp signal
and were crucial features indicating that the EMRs were
generated from the device’s audio amplifier. We will provide a
detailed analysis of these noises and explain their root causes
in Section IV-D. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, these signal
distortions could damage the spectrum structure of the audio
sounds, leading to reduced speech intelligibility. In Section
V-B, we will employ advanced signal processing techniques
to eliminate them.
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Fig. 5. The results of chirp audio response in EMR measures.

2Assuming the signal’s fundamental frequency as f1 and f2, harmonics
are multiple times of the fundamental frequency components, i.e., N × f1
and N × f2. Cross-products are multiplicative combinations of fundamental
frequency components, i.e., Nf1 ±Mf2. N and M are integer numbers.

C. How Do the Device’s Headphones Impact EMRs?

Our previous measurements have demonstrated the pres-
ence of audio leakages through EMRs from devices. We further
investigate the role of headphones in the radiation process.
To remove the influence of headphones while maintaining the
functionality of the laptop device’s audio circuit, we cut off the
headphone wire and covered the audio jack plug with copper
to eliminate any potential EMRs associated with headphones3,
as shown in Fig. 3(c). We conduct the test using a MacBook
Pro 13 laptop and have a Skype caller play an audio speech,
”See you tonight at ten.”

Fig. 6(a) illustrates the spectrogram of the original input
audio, while Fig. 6(b)-(d) compare the measured EMR spectro-
grams of the MacBook Pro 13 laptop connected with/without
HW AM115 headphones. Fig. 6(b) displays the measured
EMR spectrogram when the remote user is silent and Skype
is not transmitting audio content. Since the audio circuits are
not working, no EMRs are produced. Fig. 6(c) displays the
EMR spectrogram when the laptop is connected to a pair of
headphones, and the victim listens to the speech on the Skype
call. Comparing Fig. 6(c) with Fig. 6(b), there are groups of
EMR signal components with intense magnitudes representing
each word of the speech sentence, which matches against the
signal components of the original audio spectrogram in Fig.
6(a). Surprisingly, a similar EMR spectrogram is also observed
in Fig. 6(d), where the laptop does not have functional head-
phones, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Therefore, we identify that
the source of EMRs is the mobile device. Additionally, we
find that the EMR magnitudes are weaker compared to those
measured (Fig. 6(c)) when the mobile device is plugged with
a pair of functional headphones. The primary reason is that
the headphone body (including a conductive wire and the
microspeaker part) can serve as an antenna and enhance
the device’s EMR strengths. As a result, the attacker can
eavesdrop on EMR leakages with higher signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs), making the proposed attack even more severe as the
victim’s audio contents can be restored at a longer distance.

D. What is the EMR Source inside the Device’s Audio Cir-
cuits?

After identifying the EMRs originating from mobile de-
vices, the focus of this part is to locate the EMR source
within the device. To facilitate the analysis, we use a HW
MateBook D14 laptop to play an audio sound S(t) com-
posed of two simple frequency tones, specifically S(t) =
cos(2πf1t)+cos(2πf2t), where f1 = 130Hz and f2 = 110Hz.
The frequency spectrum of its EMRs received at the attack
prototype is shown in Fig. 7. In general, EMRs are expected to
maintain linearity with respect to the input audio signal S(t),
however, additional cross-product frequency components, such
as 150Hz, 410Hz, and 610Hz, are observed in addition to the
original frequency components (110Hz and 130 Hz). To further
investigate this phenomenon, the experiment is repeated with a
Lenovo Yoga 14s laptop playing a single tone at 1kHz. In Fig.
8, harmonic frequency components, i.e., 3kHz, are observed
in its EMR spectrogram.

3It is worth noting that unplugging the headphones would switch the laptop
to speaker mode, generating acoustic sounds, whereas turning off the laptop
speaker would deactivate the audio circuits. To avoid this, we remove the
headphone body but leave its plug to keep the audio circuit functional.
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It is well known that the nonlinearity between circuit inputs
and outputs is an important property of amplifiers [54]–[60].
Amplifiers are capable of creating new frequencies as harmon-
ics and cross products. Furthermore, these signal distortions are
fundamental electrical characteristics that are described in the
majority of audio amplifiers’ datasheets, such as MAX98307
[61], LM4844 [62], TPA6166A2 [63], LME49710 [64], and
OPA627 [65]. Additionally, we note that mobile devices’ CPUs
operate at clocks ranging from several GHz. Prior research [66]
has also shown that EMRs emitted from ADCs fall within
the frequency range of 3.2MHz to 24.3MHz. However, our
measured EMR frequencies are in the range of a few KHz,
directly correlated with audio processing. This suggests that
neither the CPUs nor the ADCs are the EMR sources.

Based on the observations above, it is inferred that the
EMR signals are mainly derived from the mobile device’s
audio amplifier, and they will exist whenever the device is
processing acoustic sounds.

It is noteworthy that the integration of an amplifier in
the audio circuits of mobile devices is essential for powering
headphones and generating loud acoustic sounds [67]–[69]. To
better understand how the audio amplifier’s nonlinearity shapes
the device’s EMRs, we conducted a detailed investigation and
developed a model based on existing literature [70], [71].
Specifically, we modeled the audio inputs of an amplifier and

its corresponding outputs as follows. Let the input signal be
denoted as S(t), and the output signal be denoted as So(t):

So(t) = AS(t) +B1(S(t))2 + ... +Bn−1(S(t))n, (3)

The gain for the input audio sounds is denoted as A, while
the gain for high-power terms is represented by B. Linear
electrical components show a linear correlation between their
input and output signals, with only an attenuation in amplitude.
However, as seen in Eq. (3), amplifiers not only increase
the signal amplitudes but also introduce high-power terms
(undesirable signal distortions). For example, if the input audio
signal is a simple sum of two sinuous waves with frequencies
f1 and f2, given by S(t) = cos(2πf1t) + cos(2πf2t), the
output So(t) can be calculated as:

So(t) = AS(t) +B1(S(t))2 + ... +Bn−1(S(t))n

= A[cos(2πf1t) + cos(2πf2t)] +B1[cos2(2πf1t)+
cos2(2πf2t) + 2cos(2πf1t)cos(2πf2t)] + ...,

in which the quadratic term generates new frequency compo-
nents of 2f1, 2f2, f1−f2, and f1+f2. Further expansions of the
high-power terms Bn−1(S(t))n reveal that non-linearity elec-
tronics result in a serial combination of the input frequencies
as N1f1 ±N2f2, N1,N2 ∈ Z. Thus, the corresponding EMRs
will also contain distortions, i.e., harmonics (e.g., 2f1 and 2f2)
and cross products (e.g., f1+f2 and f1−f2), in addition to the
audio’s fundamental frequency components (e.g., f1 and f2).
Therefore, assuming the input audio has a frequency spectrum
in the range of [fb, ft], the corresponding signal distortions can
be expressed as Nbfb ± ...Nifi ± ...±Ntft, where fi ∈ [fb, ft]
and Ni ∈ Z. This explains why the observed EMRs contain
signal distortions, as shown in the Fig. 5-8, and why these
distortions change the original spectrum of the audio signals,
making it challenging to recover the original sound.

V. AUDIO RECOVERY

This section presents our technique details of recovering
audio contents from mobile devices’ EMRs. Leveraging the
machine/deep learning models to map devices’ side-channel
signals with their original sounds could be an effective ap-
proach. In fact, such techniques are widely adopted by prior
eavesdropping attacks [5], [9]–[12], [18], [19], [33], [50].
However, in real-world scenarios, the attacker can hardly have
the chances to collect a large amount of training data from the
target device in advance of the attack. Especially, the victim
shows up at any random time-window and stays for uncer-
tainty short time. There does not have sufficient time for the
attacker to perform the data collection and prepare the attack.
Therefore, we aim to develop the Periscope as a “black-box”
attack. In such an attack, the attacker has no prior knowledge
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about the target device, including its hardware specifics and
pre-measurement data. This is a crucial consideration since
the attacker’s lack of knowledge is a hallmark of real-world
attacks.

As evidenced in Fig. 4-5, EMRs radiated from the ampli-
fiers of different mobile devices exhibit similar signal patterns
and are highly correlated with the corresponding audio inputs.
This observation leads us to conclude that device variations do
not significantly affect the EMR measurements. These side-
channel signals are mainly associated with the audio inputs.
Consequently, the attacker can launch the attack without prior
knowledge of the target’s audio hardware specifics. To com-
plete a “black-box” attack, we also design our audio recovery
scheme solely based on signal processing techniques to avoid
the training hurdles that typically exist in prior works. As
illustrated in Fig. 9, the audio recovery process consists of
three main procedures, namely, denoising, audio extraction,
and sound generation. The denoising procedure is responsible
for eliminating environmental noise from the EMR measure-
ments to enhance the signal’s SNR. The audio extraction
procedure isolates the fundamental audio components from the
signal distortions induced by the amplifiers. Finally, the sound
generation step takes the processed EMR signal and converts
it into audio sounds. Fig. 10 presents the intermediate results
of the EMR measures processed after each procedure. These
procedures are critical in ensuring the successful recovery of
audio signals from EMR, even in the absence of training data
about the target device.

A. Denoising

Preprocessing. In indoor environments, ambient EMRs
can also be observed at the frequency of 50Hz and its har-
monic frequencies [72]. These frequencies are predominantly
contributed by electronic power cables in the room, which
generate AC currents at 50Hz. Consequently, they can cause
significant interference in the measurements of mobile devices’
EMRs. To mitigate this issue, we employ a sequence of
band-stop filters to remove the cable EMRs in the received
EMRs. Furthermore, since the human hearing range falls into
the range of [20Hz,20kHz] [73], we use a high-pass filter
with a cutting frequency of 20Hz to remove low-frequency
noises. Additionally, to further improve the signal quality, the
EMR measures are normalized into the range of [−1,1], as
suggested by [15]. These pre-processing steps are important

for enhancing the SNR of the EMR measures and enabling
accurate audio recovery.

Environmental Noise Removal. Moreover, the recovery
of intelligible audio from EMRs can be hindered by the
presence of radiation noises originating from nearby electronic
devices. These noises are typically random and cannot be
easily eliminated using traditional filtering techniques due
to their broad frequency spectrum, which can overlap with
the audio’s spectrum. To address this challenge, we employ
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) techniques [36], [74] to
process the EMRs and remove environmental noises. DWT
has been widely used in audio signal processing for effective
noise removal.

It decomposes the EMRs into approximation coefficients
and detail coefficients. The approximation coefficients repre-
sent the low-frequency components of the signal and retain the
large-scale characteristics of the EMRs. As suggested by [8],
these low-frequency components determine the intelligibility
of spoken phonemes. Therefore, we keep the approximation
coefficients unchanged during the audio recovery process. The
detail coefficients, on the other hand, represent the high-
frequency components of the signal and contain both fast-
variant noises and fine details of the EMRs. In other words,
some of the useful signals and environmental noises are
intertwined in the detail coefficients. To remove its noise
components, we apply multi-level wavelet decompositions. As
shown in Fig. 11, a dynamic threshold method is applied
to each level of detail coefficients recursively to remove the
noise. The thresholds are calculated dynamically based on the
estimated noise levels of the detail coefficients to ensure that
the noise is appropriately removed without losing too many
signal details. After the noise removal process is complete,
we reconstruct the EMR signal from the approximation and
denoised detail coefficients. By employing this DWT-based
noise removal technique, we can significantly improve the SNR
of the measured EMRs, leading to higher-quality of recovered
audio signals.

In practice, we use a three-level wavelet decomposition
with a Daubechies Wavelet basis function [75], which gener-
ates an approximation coefficient αL (L = 3) and a sequence
of detail coefficients β1, ..., βl, ..., βL. The coefficients are
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Fig. 10. Intermediate results of audio recovery procedures (The speech is “my password is one two three”).
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computed as follows:

{α
L
k = ∑n∈NE(n)ϕLn−2Lk, k ∈ {1,2, ...Kl}
βl
k = ∑n∈NE(n)ψl

n−2lk, l ∈ {1,2, ..., L} (4)

where E(n) represents the discrete EMRs, N is the length
of E(n), ϕs and ψs are the wavelet basis functions, which
are orthogonal to each other. Kl represents the length of
coefficients at l-level decomposition. For each level of detail
coefficients βl, we compute its dynamic threshold thrl by
using the Birgé-Massart strategy [76] and use it to update the
detail coefficients as βl∗

k below to remove the environmental
noises,

{β
l∗
k = βl

k, iff βl
k ≥ thrl

βl∗
k = 0, Others.

(5)

Finally, by combining all the resulting coefficients (i.e., the
approximation coefficients αL and the updated detail coef-
ficients {β1∗, ..., βl∗, ..., βL∗}), we reconstruct the final de-
noised EMRs with inverse DWT:

E(n) = ∑
k∈KL

αL
kϕ

L
n−2Lk +

L

∑
l=1
∑
k∈Kl

βl∗
k ψ

l
n−2lk. (6)

B. Audio Extraction

The remaining task of audio recovery is to eliminate the
signal distortions caused by the device’s audio amplifier, as dis-
cussed in Section IV-D. We observe that the fundamental audio
components form groups in the spectrogram, as illustrated in
Fig. 5-8. These groups have significantly higher amplitudes
than the distortions, making them distinguishable from the
latter. Based on this observation, we propose a clustering
algorithm, DBSCAN [77], [78], to recover the audio signal
from the EMRs’ STFT spectrogram. As shown in Fig. 12,
DBSCAN groups the signal components whose STFT bins are
located closely in the spectrogram. It outputs signal clusters
in three categories: audio signal, distortions, and white noise.
The audio signal, having a higher amplitude than the others,
can be extracted by comparing the average amplitudes of the

grouped signal clusters.
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Frequency
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f2
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f3
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... Grouped  based

on distance

P0

≤  Dp

P'

Sound signalDistortions/noises

Fig. 12. DBSCAN extracts audio components from the EMR’s STFT
spectrogram: STFT bins (points) within the orange circle representing the
audio signal.

Specifically, assuming the SD represents the EMR’s STFT
bins in the spectrogram, each bin (t, f,A) is regarded as a
point denoted as p ∈ SD, in which A denotes the signal
amplitude at time t and frequency f . As shown in Fig. 12,
DBSCAN starts with an unlabeled point p0 and screens all
its neighbors within a pre-defined distance of Dp. If the
number of neighbors is no less than the pre-defined parameter
Np, a new cluster C0 is created by grouping the p0 and
its neighbors. DBSCAN then takes the point p′ ∈ C0 as a
new start and expands the C0 by incorporating its neighbors
within the distance of Dp. If the C0 cannot be expanded
anymore, DBSCAN goes through the previous procedures over
the remaining points in SD and forms new clusters until all
points have been processed. We use Euclidean distance to
measure the distance between two arbitrary points (pi, pj),
i.e., d(pi, pj) =

√
(ti − tj)2 + (fi − fj)2 + (Ai −Aj)2.
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Fig. 13. Audio extraction with DBSCAN.
DBSCAN generates signal clusters, i.e., C =

{C0, ...Cn...,CN}. Fig. 13(a) shows signal clusters of
the EMRs (audio sound: “My password is 123”). We then
calculate the average amplitude of points (STFT bins) pi of
each cluster Cn, i.e.,

Avgn =
1

∣Cn∣

∣cn∣
∑
i=1
Ai, pi = (ti, fi,Ai) ∈ Cn, (7)

and set Amax as the maximum value among the clusters. The
signal components of audios are recognized as those clusters
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whose average amplitudes Avgn are no smaller than γAmax.
γ is a coefficient falling into [0,1]. Specifically, the audio’s
signal cluster is:

Caudio = {Cn}, iff Avgn ≥ γAmax. (8)

Afterward, we empirically set γ = 0.1 to achieve the best
performance. To remove interference caused by distortions and
white noises, we neutralize points other than those of audio
signal clusters in the given STFT bin dataset SD by setting
Ai = 0, iff pi ∉ Caudio. As shown in Fig. 13(b), the audio
signal is successfully isolated after applying the neutralization.
Finally, we conduct the inverse STFT over SD to obtain the
clean EMRs representing the audio signal.

C. Sound Generation

We use the Matlab signal processing toolbox [79] to
convert the processed EMRs as sound files. Specifically, the
toolbox takes EMRs as a time-variant signal and ports its
data points to a file with a “wav” header [80] added in
advance. The attacker can directly play recovered “wav” files
to hear the audio contents. In addition, he can also input them
into an online speech-to-text recognition tool (e.g., Microsoft
speech-to-text tool [38]) to transcribe the contents. Unlike
prior works [5], [9]–[12], [18], [19], [33], [50], we pose
no assumptions over the development of the speech-to-text
recognition tool. The attacker does not need to build a special-
ized word/speech recognition model before the attack, which
typically requires training data collection, device hardware pre-
profiling, or highly-controlled attack scenarios. Our proposed
attack considers the victim a “black-box”, thus making the
threat more practical.

VI. EVALUATIONS

A. Experimental Setup

We build the Periscope’s eavesdropping system as pre-
sented in Fig. 14(a), which includes a portable Wi-Fi access
point, an EMR sensor, a Raspberry Pi 4, and a laptop. We use
a JDread 9600 portable access point to provide Wi-Fi converge
for the EMR sensory device (ESP32 board), whose hardware
specifics are described in Section IV-B. In the experiments,
the EMR sensor is connected with the Raspberry Pi 4, which
stores the measured EMR measurements and then forwards
them to an audio recovery server (attacker’s laptop) via the
Wi-Fi connection. The audio recovery procedures run in real-
time on the laptop to process the EMR measurements and
output the recovered sounds. In the experiments, we evaluate
the performances of the Periscope in terms of its ability to
recover the victim’s private audio contents under different
settings. A wide spectrum of impact factors is examined,
such as device heterogeneity, combinations of headphones
and devices, devices’ volumes, EMR sensory distances and
angles, environmental dynamics, and audio applications. A
total of 68 volunteers, 26 males and 42 females between 19
and 45 years old, were recruited for the experiments. Before
each experiment, detailed instructions regarding experimental
procedures are provided. The collected data are anonymized
and properly stored locally from potential leakage. The IRB
office of our institute has approved the entire research.

EMR sensor

Wi-Fi access
point 

Audio recovery server

Raspberry Pi 4 

(a)

Laptop/Smartphone

d
θ

EMR sensor

0°180°

Sensory distance

Angle 

(b)
Fig. 14. (a) The eavesdropping system of Periscope. (b) The definition of
EMR sensor’s relative position to the target device.

Speech Dataset. By default, we use speeches from the
HARVARD speech corpus [52] as the audio eavesdropping
contents. It contains 720 English sentences read by a female
speaker. They are recorded as high-quality digital audio “.wav”
files with a 48kHz sampling.

Default Setup. We use the following setups by default
unless specific changes are mentioned. Without loss of gener-
ality, we use the HW MateBook D14, and iPhone SE2 plugged
with Sennheiser PXC550 headphones as the target devices to
represent the example of a laptop and a smartphone, respec-
tively. The device volume is set as 80% by default. During the
experiments, the attacker places the miniaturized EMR sensor
underneath an office table to sense mobile devices’ radiations,
as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Evaluation Metrics. The performance of our proposed
eavesdropping attack is evaluated via the following metrics:
MOSNet, STOI, WER, and PSNR. In particular, MOSNet
[81] is a commonly used subjective term in accessing audio
qualities. It is built on a convolutional neural network (CNN)
model, which predicts a human’s subjective MOS (mean
opinion score) rating. The predictions yield a score ranging
from 1 (very poor) to 5 (very excellent). In addition, we also
use an objective evaluation term, i.e., STOI [82] (Short-Time
Objective Intelligibility), to validate how well humans can
understand the recovered speech sentences. STOI ranges from
0 to 1. A larger STOI indicates better audio intelligibility.
Taal et al. [83] indicate that most people can recognize
over 90% of the words within the speech sentence if the
audio has an STOI index larger than 0.7. We also tested the
application of a voice recognition tool (Microsoft speech-to-
text API [38]) on the restored audio. To evaluate the similarity
between the transcribed and ground-truth tests, we adopted
the word error rate (WER) [84], a standard metric for speech
recognition. It is calculated as WER = S+D+I

N
, in which S,

D, and I represent the number of substitutions, deletions,
and insertions, respectively, to match the transcribed speech
against the ground-truth one. N is the number of words in
the referenced ground-truth text. Moreover, we also select the
Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) [17], [85], as it is a basic
metric to quantify the audio quality. A large value represents
that the audio is clear with limited noise interference and vice
versa.

In the following evaluations, we use all four metrics if
the attack performance has significant variation tendencies.
Otherwise, the MOSNet and STOI are selected as the primary
metrics to present the results.
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B. Real-world Case Study

Before going through the comprehensive evaluations (in
the following sections), we first conduct two case studies to
briefly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed attack. In
the case studies, we made phone calls, sent voice messages,
and streamed musics to the volunteer (victim) respectively and
asked him to use a headphone plugged into the smartphone for
listening to the audios. In particular, the phone caller and voice
sender are located at remote distances, who said the following
sentences via an iPhone 14 smartphone, i.e., “This verification
code is ABC” (phone call 1), “My home address is near the
central park” (phone call 2), “Your ID card number is one
two three.” (voice message 1), and “See you tonight at ten!”
(voice message 2)”. Additionally, three music segments, “My
Heart Will Go On”, “Summer Train”, and “Grass Walk” are
streamed on the victim’s smartphone locally.

We studied two attack cases as shown in Fig. 15, in which
we placed a hidden voice recorder and our EMR sensory device
(ESP32 prototype) near the victim to compare their audio
eavesdropping results. The EMR sensory distance and angle
are defined as shown in Fig. 14(b).

Case 1: Study Room. The victim placed his smartphone
(iPhone SE2) on the table. To launch a stealthy attack,
the attacker placed the eavesdropping devices underneath a
wooden table with 3cm by thick. The victim’s smartphone was
about 25cm and an angle within 30○-45○ to the eavesdropping
devices. The audio volume was set as 40%. The EMR sen-
sory device continuously transmits the measurements to the
attacker’s laptop located at a distance of 5.5m to the victim for
real-time audio recovery using the proposed Periscope designs.

Case 2: Subway Cabin. The victim sits on the chair and
holds the smartphone with a natural body posture. The attacker
placed the EMR sensory device in a bag of his colleague
located at 15cm away by distance and 90○-140○ by angle to the
victim’s smartphone. Since the subway cabin had loud acoustic
noises, the victim used an audio volume of 60%. The audio
recovery algorithm was running on the attacker’s laptop at a
distance of 6m to the victim.

Attack Results of Hidden Voice Recorder. Regrettably,
our attempts to retrieve any discernible audio from the con-
cealed voice recorder proved fruitless. We surmise that the
ineffectiveness of the voice recorder to capture useful audio
can be attributed to two principal factors. Firstly, headphones
are known to possess good physical isolation properties that
effectively prevent sound from leaking into the surrounding
environment. Secondly, while there might be minimal sound
leakage from the headphones, ambient noise levels generally
exceed these negligible sounds, making it nearly impossible for

the concealed voice recorder to record any meaningful audio
that can be used for eavesdropping purposes. Our ambient
noise measurements were conducted in two diverse settings,
namely a study room and a subway cabin, revealing an acoustic
noise level of 48.6dB and 94.8dB, respectively. As a reference,
the loudness of normal human conversation is about 60dB [86].

Attack Results of Periscope. The attack performance
of Periscope is summarized in Table I. Periscope recovers
speeches with STOI scores over 0.7 for all test cases, indicating
the recovery results have satisfactory intelligibility. We further
validate this claim by inputting these recovered speech sounds
to the Microsoft speech-to-text API [38]. Fig. 16(a) presents
the correctly transcribed speech sentences. For the recovery
results of music segments, we observed an average MOSNet
of 2.57 for different test cases, which suggests that the attacker
can well appreciate the music contents. We input the recovered
audios into a music application, i.e., Shazam. Fig. 16(b) shows
that it successfully recognized all recovered music segments.
We believe all these successful audio eavesdropping are be-
cause Periscope exploits devices’ EMRs as the side-channel
which are naturally free from the impact of acoustic noises.
Additionally, compared with the acoustic sounds, EMR signals
can also easily penetrate obstacles (e.g., woods or plastics)
without significant energy losses.

In sum, the case studies demonstrate that Periscope is an
alarming threat of eavesdropping on users’ private audio. In
particular, the attack device is miniaturized and can be hind
stealthily behind obstacles, while the attacker recovers users’
audios at remote distances by receiving EMRs measurements
via Wi-Fi connectivity.

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE OF THE Periscope ATTACK IN TWO DAILY
HEADPHONE USAGE SCENARIOS.

Attack scenarios Audio Type STOI/MOSNet

Study Room

Phone call 1 0.73/2.62
Phone call 2 0.71/2.45

Voice Message 1 0.72/2.49
Voice Message 2 0.73/2.63

Music 1 0.70/2.31
Music 2 0.71/2.35
Music 3 0.72/2.56

Subway Cabin

Phone call 1 0.76/2.83
Phone call 2 0.74/2.76

Voice Message 1 0.75/2.80
Voice Message 2 0.76/2.85

Music 1 0.73/2.72
Music 2 0.75/2.77
Music 3 0.73/2.68

C. Comprehensive Evaluation of Periscope Attack

In this section, we evaluate the attack performances com-
prehensively by investigating the impact of different attack
settings.

1) Impact of Target Devices’ Diversity: In this experiment,
we evaluated the proposed attack on both smartphones and
laptops. Table II summarizes the recovered audio quality for
different mobile devices. Among them, the maximum EMR
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TABLE II. PERFORMANCE OF EAVESDROPPING ON DIFFERENT MOBILE DEVICES.

# Mobile devices Type Manufacturer Year EMR sensory
range(cm)

Attack range
with Wi-Fi(m)

Evaluation metrics

MOSNet STOI WER (%) PSNR(dB)
1 MacBook Pro 13 Laptop Apple, USA 2020 82 15.82 2.80 0.74 19.50 20.48
2 MacBook Air 13 Laptop Apple, USA 2019 81 15.81 2.89 0.75 18.43 21.28
3 RMN TPN-Q173 Laptop HP, USA 2016 94 15.94 2.95 0.78 14.66 22.23
4 Yoga 14s Laptop Lenovo, China 2020 103 16.03 3.05 0.84 12.60 25.26
5 Inspiron 14 5410 Laptop Dell, USA 2021 97 15.97 3.04 0.79 12.33 23.15
6 MateBook D14 Laptop HW, China 2020 105 16.05 3.06 0.82 7.44 26.00
7 iPhone SE2 Smartphone Apple, USA 2020 55 15.55 2.70 0.76 20.43 19.24
8 iPhone 14 Pro Smartphone Apple, USA 2022 45 15.45 2.62 0.71 23.77 17.44
9 iPhone 14 Smartphone Apple, USA 2022 49 15.49 2.68 0.73 20.85 18.45

10 Mate 30 Smartphone HW, China 2019 44 15.44 2.60 0.71 26.85 16.88
11 R11st Smartphone OPPO, China 2017 48 15.48 2.66 0.72 21.75 18.25

(a) Speech to text on Microsoft API [38]

(b) Music Recognition on Shazam

Fig. 16. Results of speech and music recognition tools to recognize the
recovered audio of Periscope.

sensory range is derived by increasing the distance between
the EMR sensor and its target device from 20cm to 120cm.
For each experiment, the distance is gradually increased by
1cm. We asked the volunteers to listen to the audio restored
under different distances. An attack is considered effective
only if more than 50% volunteers can recognize the speech
sentence. The maximum EMR sensory range is set as the one
that triggered the first ineffective attack during the distance in-
crements. It is observed that the longest EMR sensory distance
is up to 105cm. In addition, smartphones have comparably
lower functioning power than laptops, as do their EMRs.
Consequently, the attacker achieves shorter EMR sensory
ranges on smartphones. However, the EMR sensor is connected
the Raspberry Pi, which provides the Wi-Fi connectivity. An
attacker can exploit this by forwarding the EMR measures
captured at close proximity to perform audio recovery at
remote distances. This means that Periscope can attack devices
from a maximum distance of 15.44m to 16.05m.

Table II also demonstrates the benchmark results of eaves-
dropping on the victim’s speeches by hiding the EMR sensory
device at a distance of 20cm (an office table typically has
a thickness of less than 20cm). It is observed that all tested
devices are vulnerable to the proposed attack. The average
PSNR, WER, and MOSNet, are equal to 20.85, 17.83%, and
2.83, respectively. And, STOI values are all larger than 0.7,
which indicates the resorted audios have good intelligibility

[83].
TABLE III. SPECIFICS OF DIFFERENT HEADPHONES.

Headphone Type Wire length Speaker diameter

Vivo XE160 In ear 1.25m 10mm
HW AM115 In ear 1.10m 11mm

Sennheiser PXC550 Over ear 1.40m 32mm
Samsung EO-IC100 In ear 1.20m 11mm

Bose NC700 Over ear 1.07m 40mm
Apple EarPods In ear 1.20m 12mm

2) Impact of Combinations of Headphones and Devices:
We further evaluate the attack performances when devices
are plugged with different headphones. Six headphones are
selected whose hardware specifics are summarized in Table III.
During the experiments, we let the headphones be connected to
six different mobile devices. Fig. 17 shows the WER matrix of
each combination of headphones and devices. It can be seen
that the attacker can successfully eavesdrop on the targets’
speech sounds with WERs varying from 12.85% to 29.55%. In
particular, for the Lenovo Yoga 14s, the lowest WER=12.85%
is achieved when it connects with a Sennheiser PXC550. We
infer the prominent performance is due to the headphone
having a larger body, i.e., a 1.40m length of wire and a
32mm diameter of microspeaker unit. Therefore, it makes
the headphone an excellent antenna to enhance the EMRs.
Meanwhile, the large headphone body also requires higher
power outputs from the mobile device’s amplifier, thus stronger
EMR strengths radiated.

Fig. 17. Devices plugged with different headphones.
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3) Impact of EMR Sensory Distances: In the experiments,
we set the EMR sensory distance from 20cm to 100cm for
the tested laptop (HW MateBook D14) and from 10cm to
50cm for the smartphone (iPhone SE2). As shown in Fig.
18, the recovered signal’s PSNR is negatively correlated with
increases of the distance. A longer distance leads to weaker
EMRs received by the attacker. As a result, it becomes more
challenging to recover audio sounds. The attacker achieves
good speech recovery quality within 60cm and 30cm for the
laptop and smartphone, respectively. It then drops. Specifically,
Microsoft’s Speech-to-Text tool has a WER of 32.45% at 60cm
for the laptop, while it turns to 58.76% at 80cm. Meanwhile,
MOSNet and STOI reflect human’s subjective and objective
evaluation of the recovered audio. Even at far distances, people
still have a good understanding of recovered audio contents.
For example, when the EMR sensory distance is set as 80cm,
the laptop’s MOSNet equals 2.6, and STOI equals 0.74> 0.7.
Similar observations are found for eavesdropping on the smart-
phone at a distance of 40cm, in which MOSNet=2.5 and
STOI=0.7. It is also worth mentioning that the target devices
and the attacker are placed on two sides of a wood table, a
non-LoS scenario shown in Fig. 3. Thus, we anticipate better
signal quality under a LoS scenario. Besides, we only used one
prototype in the experiment. In practice, many of them can be
deployed such that the performances can be further enhanced
by fusing EMR measures from multiple prototypes.
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Fig. 18. Impact of EMR sensory distance.

4) Impact of Target Device’s Volumes: In practice, vic-
tims may have different preferences in selecting their audio
volumes. Thus, it is necessary to examine the impact of this
factor on the attack performance. To provide a comprehensive
evaluation, we connect the HW Matebook D14 laptop with a
Sennheiser PXC550 headphone and vary its volume from 20%
to 100%. For each volume setting, we measure its loudness
using a SNDWAY SW-523 [87] decibel meter. Table IV
summarizes the restored audio quality under different settings.
We find out that PSNRs grow with the volume increases.
For example, when the device has 20% volume, the attacker
can recover the speech sound with PSNR=3.75dB, while it is
increased to 16.42dB when the device sets volume as 60%. In
addition, Microsoft’s Speech-to-Text tool experiences a signif-
icant decrease in its WER values. Specifically, WER=94.10%
when the volume is set as 20%, and it drops to 28.45%

when volume=60%. This is because that the device’s amplifier
processed audios signals with larger amplitudes and generates
stronger EMRs, which helps the attacker to recover audio
sounds with higher qualities. As expected, the MOSNet and
STOI are also promoted with the increase in volumes. We
observe the Periscope recovers intelligible audios, i.e., STOI
≥ 0.7, when users select volumes higher than 40%. Following
a recent study of 280 college students [88], 79% of them use
their headphones for more than 1 hour daily with a volume of
higher than 60%. Therefore, we believe Periscope is a piratical
attack in real-world scenarios.

TABLE IV. IMPACT OF DEVICE VOLUME.

Volume (%) 20 40 60 80 100
Level (dB) 30.4 47.4 53.1 81.7 90.6

PSNR(dB) 3.75 9.50 16.42 25.75 36.00
WER(%) 94.10 53.44 28.45 8.45 5.01
MOSNet 2.10 2.56 2.85 2.90 3.10

STOI 0.56 0.72 0.78 0.80 0.86
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Fig. 19. Impact of EMR sensory angle.

5) Impact of EMR Sensory Angles: We also examine if the
relative angles between the EMR sensor and its target impact
the audio recovery quality. We fix the EMR sensory distance
as 40cm and vary their relative angles from 0○ to 180○. Fig.
19 shows MOSNet and STOI measurements of eavesdropped
audios at different relative positions. We find that MOSNets
and STOIs are relatively stable across all test cases fluctuating
around the average values: MOSNet equals 2.73 and 2.57 for
the laptop and smartphone, respectively. STOIs equal 0.80
and 0.70 for the laptop and smartphone, respectively. This is
because that mobile devices’ EMRs are radiated omnidirec-
tionally to all angles. Hence, the attacker’s orientations are not
the critical factor that impacts the eavesdropping performance.
However, this is not the case for the attack, e.g., MagEar [20],
that exploits speakers’ magnetic filed variations, which can
only be formed at a narrow-angle range. MagEar experiences
about 21.7% performance degradation when two parties have
a 20○ displacement angle.

6) Impact of Physical Obstacles: We use five different
mobile devices as the targets to evaluate the impact of physical
obstacles. Usually, victims believe that physical isolation (such
as soundproof wooden doors, plastic office desktop bezel, or
concrete walls) can protect them from eavesdropping attacks
since acoustic sounds will be blocked and cannot penetrate
these obstacles. In this experiment, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of our proposed attack by placing different obstacles
between the attack prototype and the target. We used three
kinds of materials with different thicknesses, i.e., a 12cm
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wooden desk, a 10cm plastic bezel, and a 20cm concrete
wall. The EMR sensory distance is fixed as 40cm. Table V
compares the results for tested smartphones and laptops. It is
observed that both evaluation metrics experience no significant
decreases in the test cases of with/without the obstacles. For
example, MacBook Pro 13 has MOSNet and STOI equal to
2.69 and 0.76, respectively, with no obstacles. When there is
a wooden obstacle, the MOSNet=2.55 and STOI=0.72. Thus,
these obstacles have a negligible effect on EMR side-channel
eavesdropping. The reason is that they have low conductivity,
such that EMR signals can penetrate them without significant
energy loss.

TABLE V. IMPACT OF DIFFERENT PHYSICAL OBSTACLES.

Mobile devices MOSNet/STOI

No obstacle Wood Plastic Wall

MateBook D14 2.80/0.80 2.75/0.78 2.72/0.75 2.62/0.74
Yoga 14s 2.76/0.78 2.70/0.74 2.72/0.73 2.55/0.70

MacBook Pro 13 2.69/0.76 2.55/0.72 2.50/0.73 2.43/0.69
iPhone 14 2.45/0.69 2.32/0.67 2.35/0.68 2.27/0.65
Mate 30 2.51/0.72 2.50/0.71 2.49/0.70 2.34/0.63

7) Impact of Environmental Dynamics: The victim user
can show up at any random sites. In this experiment, we
evaluate the audio eavesdropping performances in indoor and
outdoor scenes, including an office, a student lab, a café shop,
a subway cabin, an elevator cabin, and a park site. They have
different ambient electromagnetic noises. For example, in the
office or student lab, many people may use laptops, tablets, or
smartphones for work or entertainment. The indoor appliances
will also generate electromagnetic radiations that may cause
additional interference to the audio recovery. However, the
attack performances are less likely to be affected if the victim
is in a place with fewer electronics around, e.g., a park.
As shown in Fig. 20, the results meet our expectations. The
performances vary along with the test sites’ electromagnetic
intensities. The MOSNet and STOI readings suffer significant
degradation in the office and student lab scenarios. Still, we
find out that the restored audios maintain good intelligibility
with averaged STOI=0.74 and 0.72 for the laptop and the
smartphone, respectively.

(a) Laptop (b) Smartphone

Fig. 20. Impact of different environment.

(a) Laptop (b) Smartphone

Fig. 21. Impact of different audio application.

8) Impact of Audio Applications: We perform experiments
to evaluate the impact of the victim’s audio application usages.
There are six different applications included in the experiment,
i.e., YouTube, Zoom, Teams, Shazam, Facetime, and Skype.
The eavesdropping results are shown in Fig. 21. We find
that better performances are achieved when the victim uses
applications for entertainment, e.g., YouTube and Shazam
(music player). For example, the attacker can recover audio
sounds on YouTube with MOSNet=2.92 and STOI=0.82. It
drops to 2.65 and 0.73, respectively, when the victim user is
using the online conference tool Zoom. We infer the reason
can be that entertainment applications typically provide high-
quality audio sounds with high sampling rates, e.g., 48kHz,
96kHz, and 128kHz. In contrast, communication tools, such as
Zoom and Teams, use lower audio sampling rates, e.g., 8kHz
[89], which are sufficient for user hearings. Such designs also
save the network bandwidth in transmitting these audio sounds.
Since the applications have audio quality disparities, so as their
corresponding EMRs and the restored audios.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

Disclosures. We are taking active steps to notify related
vendors of the risk. Currently, we reported our eavesdropping
threat to six leading enterprises in the mobile market, including
Apple, Lenovo, Huawei, Vivo, OPPO, and Dell. The disclosure
emails were sent to each of the manufacturers containing
detailed explanations about the attack, the affected mobile
products, and the corresponding eavesdropping evaluations. As
of write, Apple, Huawei, Lenovo, and Dell have responded to
our disclosure. Huawei has reproduced our attack results, and
are processing our report under their high priorities. Lenovo
informed us that they would like to follow our research and
update us regarding their next steps. We believe that Periscope
attack may impact a larger number of devices beyond those
belonging to the reported manufacturers, and filled a vulnera-
bility report to CVE and CNVD (ID: CNVD-C-2023-85063).

Countermeasures. In addition, we also provide defensive
countermeasures that will remedy the threats. We hope our
paper will be informative further to enhance the security of
audio-driven devices and applications. One effective defense
is to use EM shielding material inside the device’s audio
processing circuits, which can dampen the EM leakages. As
discussed in Section IV-B, the frequency range of audio sounds
is mainly below 4kHz. Thus, we can use copper metals to
shield these radiating circuits. To investigate the effectiveness
of shielding, we cover a Lenovo Yoga 14s laptop with a
1mm copper plate. With the shielding, the recovered speech’s
PSNR drops from 24.5dB to 4.25dB, and WER increases
from 15.23% to 83.08%. Results show that it can effectively
impede the propagation of EMRs and prevent the attacker from
eavesdropping on meaningful audio content.

Potential Improvements. Periscope leverages the ESP32
board as a sensory device for collecting devices’ EMRs and
forwards them wirelessly to a remote attacker located tens
of meters away. One potential improvement preferred by the
attackers is to increase the EMR sensory range of the ESP32
board. Following Friis transmission equation [90], we believe
such enhancement can be done by enlarging the ESP32 board’s
antenna size or connecting it with a signal amplifier to capture
weaker EMR signals. However, it is worth noting that such
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enhancements might increase the overall size of the EMR
sensory device, making it more difficult to conceal in hidden
places without being noticed by victims.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the first proof-of-concept eavesdrop-
ping attack, Periscope, that leverages the EMRs emitted from
mobile devices to recover victims’ audio contents at remote
distances. In particular, we find the signal distortion patterns
exist in EMRs’ spectrograms, thus identifying the primary
radiation source as audio amplifies. Further studies show
headphones enhance the radiation strengths, which further
facilitates eavesdropping. We treat the target device as a
“black-box” and design audio recovery schemes solely based
on signal processing techniques. Periscope leverages a minia-
turized prototype with the similar size of typically hidden voice
recorders to collect the EMRs stealthily, and forward them to
a remote attacker located at 15m away for audio recovery.
Our evaluations show Periscope is able to recover private
audio contents played on a wide range of mobile devices. The
results are intelligible to both human hearing and recognition
tools. We report the threat to leading manufacturers and hope
to inspire them to rethink the security vulnerability of audio
amplifiers embedded in mobile devices.
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